JT col for June 27 2020 - volunteers

Volunteers - we
need you back

Jessica Sinclair, Hospice Taranaki's
northern retail manager, with headwear
dummies at the Westown shop she runs.

You’ve been having a decent dung-out, eh.
Not only have I been reading about the household cleanouts many did during the
pandemic break, but I’ve just seen the impact that had on one of our leading
recycling agencies, Hospice Taranaki.
Since lockdown eased, hundreds have descended on hospice locations, especially the
big warehouse in Westown, where staff are allowing in only one vehicle a time to
prevent being overrun.
The count was 70 cars so far that day when I arrived on Monday afternoon. The main
unpacking area was stacked with household items, happily being sorted by a bunch
of New Plymouth's Pakeke Lions Club volunteers, whose banter is as sharp as their
eyes for resaleable items (below).
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This cleverly organised trade is vital for hospices around
the country. So tight-arsed have recent governments been
about funding this crucial social service, they'd all go broke
without income from their shops,
Governments once paid nearly threequarters of hospice
costs, but that proportion has dropped to around half. Either
politicians think they're immortal or they just don't see
political payoff from being less than miserly.
Hospice people don’t complain about any of that, though; they just get on with it.
And they’re good at managing what has grown into a major semi-commercial
operation, with strict standards on what will be accepted into their second-hand
shops. Forget about dumping rubbish on them.
Those elements can be managed, but there’s an essential one that comes from outside
– volunteers.
While the lockdown in its later stages enabled permanent staff to reorganise the
stock, it may also be responsible for a sudden shortage of helpers. I have a suspicion
retired people - the subject of much concern during COVID – are still wary about reemerging to continue their good works.
That will surely pass, despite the inevitable second curve of infections. As it does,
social agencies are needing you more than ever, Hospice Taranaki perhaps more than
most.
You’re valued for the capabilities your lifetimes have engendered, like culling unsafe
electrical appliances, discerning treasure hidden in bric-à-brac, physical strength for
lifting furniture and fridges, customer skills, and a plain old willingness to get stuck
in and help sort the mountain into valuable components, things that can be sold in the
shops and online.
An unspoken benefit (because it seems selfish) may come from donating your time
and expertise. None of us can be confident the day won't arrive when we need the
tender care provided by Hospice Taranaki's wonderful medical and nursing staff.
I know what they do. I wrote a book about it a few years ago, its soul partly sparked
by the way they took care of my Mum in her last days.
That was two decades ago. Rob and I have never forgotten. Dad donated a wooden
coat stand for the foyer, made by the incomparable Wally Briggs. It’s still there.
If this all looks uncharacteristically sentimental, then so-be-it. But there's an
underlying issue here, one that casts a wide shadow.
Boomers like me have been under attack for being what some call the "selfish
generation", one that never fought a world war, got free education to a high level,
squandered the planet's resources and accelerated climate change.
That overlooks the fact that we have hard-gained wisdom and wherewithal to give
back, and many of us will eschew traditional retirement to stay active and busy…and
help out.
Victoria University's Nicholas Agar, a professor of philosophy, has spotted a big
flaw in boomer-critics' reasoning.
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His post-pandemic analysis notes the main message to older people has been to stay
home so the rest of society can get busy fixing the economy. But he says the way our
economy is structured, it’s too easy to overlook the contributions of the aged.
"If we can identify these contributions we’ll be less likely to respond to the next
crisis by telling them to get out of the way."
The generosity of older volunteers is mostly unknown except to family, friends and
the organisations they help, until they either get a gong, an obituary in the paper, or
pass on quietly in the manner that typified their lives.
They include people like those who delivered Covid rescue parcels to the less
fortunate, and meals-on-wheels troopers who ignored risks to ensure food got
through to the many who need it.
A host of Taranaki's voluntary organisations is endangered these days as their
governing bodies centralise to Wellington. Let's help keep them local and supported.
Like hospice.

